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Introduction During my first year of graduate school at
the Rochester Institute of Technology, I
thought that color would be an interesting
thesis topic. Unfortunately, I had difficulty
relating graphic design to color
experimentation. Over the summer, I
considered how color relates to graphic
design and how the lack of knowledge of
design and color result in poor visual
aesthetics. With that in mind, I came up
with the idea of color blindness as the major
pragmatic issue in design. When I returned
to RIT in the fall, I wrote my thesis proposal.
Exploring the pragmatics of color and
perception in graphic design, addressing
the issue of color blindness.
(see Appendix a)
After the approval of this proposal by the
Special Assistant of the Dean of Graduate
Affairs, I conducted a search of the faculty
at RIT in hopes of finding helpful committee
members with good backgrounds in color
and graphic design. My chief advisor, Roger
Remington, became my authority on graphic
design. I found two committee members
with backgrounds specifically in color: Dr.
Richard Zakia, a recently retired Professor
of the Photography, has written numerous
books on the subject of color and
photography, addressing the scientific
aspects; and Pamela Blum, a professor in
the Fine Arts, whose expertise lies in the
perception of color.
Proposal Development After the approval of the first proposal,
weekly meetings were scheduled with my
chief advisor Roger Remington, to discuss
the progress of my thesis. Fall semester was
devoted to the development of a detailed
proposal, describing the course of my thesis.
This proposal included the project title,
situation analysis, problem statement,
mission statement, goals, objectives,
process and strategies, pragmatic concerns,
evaluation plan, and timeline. The proposal
answered the questions who, what, why,
how, when, and where, which followed the
components of a thesis project proposal/plan
created by Roger Remington and Deborah
Beardslee. (see Appendix b)
Halfway through the quarter, I began
questioning the path of my thesis. With the
help of my committee members, I revised
my thesis to address color perception. This
change did not significantly alter my existing
proposal much because it was still in a
broad, explanatory stage. With the guidance
of Roger Remington, I produced the found
ation of my thesis development sequence in
a proposal, (see Appendix c) I was still
unsure of my application, but Roger
Remington kept stressing that research
development would form the application,
and not to let the application dictate the
progress of my thesis. This proposal was
revised when my actual application was
determined, (see Appendix d)
The final step of the proposal was a timeline
that mapped out the research and design of
the application according to the time
constraints of the next two quarters.
(Appendix e) The timeline included
necessary research, thesis meetings,
holidays, design concerns, the thesis show,
and documentation of my research. I found
it difficult to schedule meetings with the
conflicting agendas of my committee
members and myself, but the thesis research
and application were basically done on time.
Research in the beginning of the fall quarter I started
researching color blindness and color
theories. I metwith Pamela Blum in October
to review additive and substrative color
theories. Using colored gels and color aid,
we experimented with the effects of surface
color. This meeting was intended to narrow
the direction of the experimentation needed
for my application. Pamela Blum also sug
gested that I think about my thesis in relation
to possible career directions. Consequently, I
decided to broaden my topic to include color
perception. I raised this issue with Roger
Remington, who agreed with the decision. I
then informed Pamela Blum and Dr. Zakia of
my decision. Both thought it was a
wise choice.
At this point, I needed to review my research
and organize my path for the next two
quarters. I decided to mind-map to help
generate ideas, (seeAppendix f) This
focused my research on the structure and
order of color, the specialized use of color,
and the graphic color mediums.
Realizing that I needed to keep my own
thoughts and notes in order, I continued
researching and working on a word
taxonomy of color. A taxonomy is basically
a network chart that begins with a general
topic, then branches out to specific
information. The taxonomies of Roger
Remington and Pamela Blum served as
references to begin my research of the color
theories, (see Appendix g) When building
my own taxonomy, I began configuring the
structure of color theories and scientific
research. As I subdivided the information, I
concluded with physical and psychological
color effects, (seeAppendix h)
At my first committee meeting, I presented
the first draft of my taxonomy to Roger
Remington and Pamela Blum. Roger
suggested the need for clarification of the
scientists and their research. He also
commented on the structural development
of the chart. Pamela Blum questioned the
physical and psychological effects caused
by color perception. She suggested using
footnotes for explanations. I met with Dr.
Zakia at a later date to review my progress
on the taxonomy. He made changes to the
scientific details, the terminology of color,
and reproduction output. These suggestion
helped me refine the taxonomy.
(see Appendix i)
Focusing my thesis research and developing
my application was the next step. I used the
color taxonomy as a reference. In talking
with Dr. Zakia, I narrowed my research to
four topics: color effects, modes of seeing,
black as a color, and color technology (the
comparison of photography, computers,
printing, and video reproduction).
The first topic, color effects (simultaneous
contrast, assimilation, and end effect), would
visually demonstrate some of the contextual
effects of color and how to solve the
perception problems.
The second topic was modes of seeing color,
which directly relates the different ways
color is seen and how each form of color
alters the way we perceive and use color.
The different modes of seeing are object
color, volume color, transparency, illuminant
color, illumination color, and aperture color.
The third topic would prove the validity of
black as a color. We are taught that black is
the absence of all color but this statement is
false. Black like white and grey is a neutral
color. It is a combination of all colors but at
a lower level of lightness.
The final topic, color technology, is a
comparison of photography, printing,
computers, and video reproduction. There
is a great need for designers to understand
and compensate for the problems of color
reproduction.
When I presented these topics to Roger
Remington and Pamela Blum, they were
curious how each topic related to the original
proposal. Their other concerns dealt with
how useful RIT and my committee members
would be in addressing these topics. I
proceeded to narrow down the topics to
color technology and black as a color.
I visited the facilities of RIT's Munsell Lab to
inquire about its research and equipment
and also to learn about how the brain
perceives color. Lisa Rerif, Research Staff,
gave me a tour of the lab. She spoke about
the research that is presently being done
to solve the problem of the different color
capabilities of technology. After seeing the
Munsell Lab and talking with my committee
on the relevance of my four topics, I chose
the topic of color technology for my thesis.
In selecting this topic, I needed to research
the disciplines that dealt use the repro
duction of color. I also started looking at
what the Photography, Printing and Imaging
Science Schools had to offer to my thesis.
My thesis would now cover the growth
of color technology, and how areas of
technology relate to graphic design. The
research would involve analyzing color
capabilities of different graphic formats,
presenting the information a designer
should know about these formats, and the
effects caused by changing mediums.
At a weekly meeting with Rogerwe
discussed the form that the application
would take. We arrived at the idea of a color
guide for graphic designers, specifically
dealing with the technological resources of
color reproduction. Afterwards, Roger gave
me some names in the other schools of CIAS
that would be helpful to my research.
My first contact with Roy Berns, the Director
of the Munsell Lab, was to discuss my thesis
and application. We discussed where to
begin researching information on the color
ranges of the different outputs and how the
different color systems are used, specifically
the Munsell Color System. Roy gave me a
book. Perfect Picture. He suggested talking
with Glenn Miller, a photography teacher,
about color and computers.
Glenn Miller pointed me in a scientific
direction of color thatwas too technical
and inappropriate to use in my research.
Frank Romano, a new member of the RIT
faculty (editor of Pocket Pal and numerous
other publications on electronic prepress),
was very helpful and encouraging about
the importance of my thesis. He gave me
publications on prepress and suggested that
I attend his lecture about problems designers
have with computers. I found the publica
tions. An Introduction to Digital Color
Prepress and Digital Color Prepress from
the Agfa Corporation very helpful. I kept their
format in mind when developing my thesis
application. Frank also gave me other names
in the printing department to round out
my resources.
Marie Freckleton, a professor in the printing
department, suggested reading Graphic Arts
thesis books, Publish Magazine, and Pre
printMagazine. These particular publications
dealt with the technology that designers
need to know and could understand without
a scientific background. Publish Magazine
had an issue specifically addressing color
technology in the reproduction industry.
Marie introduced me to the Integrated
Electronic Prepress Lab (IEPL) and some
prepress graduate students who would
be helpful.
After gathering this information I returned
to researching the technologies of color
reproduction and their differences in color
capabilities. The results of my research
showed differences in color reproduction
capabilities among the technologies.
Inconsistencies were due to mechanics and
the substrates of the colors. As our society
becomes more technologically advanced,
graphic designers are becoming more
involved in the other disciplines of
reproduction, resulting in the need for
uniform color throughout development and
production. Basic knowledge about color
technology would be helpful to graphic
designers to identify important issues of
color reproduction.
Application Development As research came to an end, Roger urged me
to start the basic layout and copywriting for
the guidebook. I organized my notes and
data, wrote the table of contents, and made
a detailed outline of the informational order
of the guidebook. Dr. Richard Zakia helped
me organize and flesh out the necessary
information for the guidebook. He stressed
the need for visual examples to show
resolution quality, the color capabilities of
different technologies, the interrelationships
of prominent color systems, and the
differences in color vocabulary
between disciplines.
Using this information, I started writing the
copy for my guidebook. My first draftwas
completed and handed to Roger Remington,
Pamela Blum, Dr. Zakia, and Frank Romano
for their input and advice. For the most part,
only minor adjustments had to be made.
As the copies were returned from Roger, Dr.
Zakia and Frank Romano, I started working
on the design of the guidebook. The format
of the page was based on a nine point-unit
grid. The type used was Univers, a sans-serif
typeface which reflects modernism. Univers
was chosen specifically because of its large
x-height, which increases readability. The
total size of the page was a nine inch square.
The reasoning behind this geometric shape
was to parallel the nature of the technology.
Another concern in the layoutwas need for
negative space, to prevent eye fatigue.
10
The images and colorswere intended to be
the dominant features throughout the
guidebook. I wanted to keep the overall
design simple to emphasize the information.
(seeAppendix j)
During my second committee meeting I
presented the first full color comprehensive
of my guidebook. This meeting was a critical
point in the development of my application.
The committee's main concern was that the
images and color appeared secondary to the
text. Another concern was that the images
appeared to float, and needed anchoring by
altering the size and placement. One good
point mentioned in the meeting was the
necessity to show how the printing process
related to the process of design. Pamela
voiced her concerns about the insufficient
depth of the information, but understood
after explanation that this was just a
prototype for introducing graphic designers
to color technology.
At my next weekly meeting with Roger
Remington, I had a comprehensive of the
guidebook with the altered images. Roger
suggested that the examples stay geometric
to reinforce the structure of the grid. For the
next two weeks, I worked on inputting and
manipulating images. This stage took time
due to the limitations of the technology.
Scanning color images at the size needed
for the guidebook required a lot of memory,
resulting in slower computer response time,
which made every alteration of the image
very time consuming.
11
Posters were designed as supporting pieces
for the exhibition of the guidebook . Their
images and information were taken from the
guidebook and implemented into a larger
format, (see Appendix k)
The week before the thesis show I presented
a black-and-white guidebook dummy to
Roger and Pamela for final proofing and
review of the images. Roger Remington had
minor changes, while Pam questioned the
hierarchy of the information.
For the final prototype, I printed the color
images out on a 3M dye sublimation printer
in the Integrated Electronic Prepress Lab
and the type was outputted on a linotype
imagesetter. These outputs were pasted into
page spreads and color copies made to form
the guidebook, (see appendix I)
The posterswere laid out in QuarkExpress
and outputs were done on a Agfa SelectSet
5000 imagesetter as color separations. Then
a 3M MatchPrint was produced from the
negatives.
12
Evaluation The final step of my thesis was its
evaluation, which included a number of
different processes. In the beginning of
September, Roger Remington provided a
worksheet on evaluation to help us in our
proposal development, (seeAppendix m)
Unfortunately, I was unable to go into
specific detail in the evaluation due to the
lack of time. However, enough feedbackwas
given to make a stable conclusion.
Overall, everyone agreed that the design of
the page was structurally strong, as were the
images. But the guidebook was lacking in
information on the traditional prepress
techniques. There was also a desire for more
visual information to support the text.
In an evaluation by the general public,
most people found the guidebook visually
appealing and the information helpful.
(see Appendix n)
On a more personal level I found that the
general direction I started with had to be
modified, this put me at a disadvantage. I
felt that time constraints hindered the
development of the images. Overall, I
accomplished the goals and objectives set by
my proposal and learned a great deal about
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(Including initial assumptions and
importance of study to the designer,






(Methodology for gathering info,
for analyzing info, for generating
solutions and for evaluation)
Time/Implementation Plan
Pragmatic considerations
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Poject Title Color Perception
Project Designer Denise Rule
137 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, New York 14623
Situation Analysis With the growth of technology, graphic design is evolving in directions that
need to be studied. I plan on investigating old and new theories of color
perception in graphic design and how they may improve visual literacy.
Problem Statement I intend to address color perception by exploring the pragmatics of color and
perception in graphic design and related fields. The audience for my thesis
will consist primarily of professional designers and design educators.
Mission Statement This thesis is an informational environment that will inform and educate
designers and potential designers about color perception which will aid in
their design.
Goals Objectives Process and Strategies
Establish the use of








formation on color per
ception in a book - psycho
logical, aesthetics, theory
Compile the history of
color to use as a
reference tool
Diagram old color tech
nologies print, television,
movies






Diagram and present of
existing studies
1 Determine the effective
ness of these studies in
an evaluation
Compare studies and
information on color per
ception with color blind
ness studies and
information
Develop a matrix of the
semiotics of color










Gather good and bad
examples of using color
perception theories
Show the effectiveness of
each design by comparing
and contrast the examples
good and bad examples
Evaluating old and new
studies on color per
ception to see the
effectiveness of which
are the best
Take existing color per
ception studies and
expand their testing to






Keep research and studies
on graphic design
' Use graphic design
examples






Collect data on the spec
trum of color for visual use
Experiment with different
color theories visually
Synthesize a color world Create a color
environment which
the viewers have not
experienced before
Using a metaphor to
create this color world
Utilize certain color
technology, showing
the diversity of color
and graphic design
Use subtractive color to
reinforce graphic design
Using subtractive color






Using additive light to
show the importance of
color
Using color gels to show
the different effects of
color has on existing
graphic design
Show that color gels
project the results of the
various ways people see
Show that people see dif
ferent things because
color is not perceived
the same in any one else
Show the difference
between the graphic de





Test the reliability and
validity of project
Test variety of people on
what they see in various
conditions of lighting and
color usage
Implement a survey to
show the effectiveness
of the project and
information
Survey people on color
usage, lighting usage,
and site differences
Ask people which solu
tions works best/worst
and why











Dissemination This application will be assembled and display in the Bevier Gallery at RIT for
a duration of 3 weeks. The thesis notebook is for educational use only at
RIT. At this time, there will be no reproduction and distribution of any kind.
Appendix d Final Proposal
Poject Title Color Perception
Project Designer Denise Rule
137 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, New York 14623
Situation Analysis The growth of technology has resulted in a change in Graphic Design.
Graphic designers need to be versatile between photography, printing, and
computers and video. I will focus my thesis on the color perception of these
graphic formats. With the transformation of materials comes pragmatic
problems dealing with the aesthetics and visual literacy. My application will
be an informational piece on what graphic designers need to know about
color and technology.
Problem Statement I intend to address color perception by exploring the pragmatics of color and
perception in graphic design and technology. The audience for my thesis will
consist primarily of professional designers.
Mission Statement This thesis is an informational prototype that will inform graphic designers
about the pragmatics of color and technology which will aid in their designs.
Goals Objectives Process and Strategies
Establish the use of








formation on color per





Gather the technical limita
tions of each graphic for
mat
Compile the history of
color to use as a
reference tool
Present old color tech
nologies print, television,
movies






1 Diagram and present of
existing studies
Determine the effective
ness of these studies in
an evaluation
Compare studies and
information on color per
ception with new tech
nology.
Develop a taxonomy of
the semiotics of color
Diagram a chart of color





Gather visual examples of
color perception in each
format
Gather good and bad
examples of using color
in each format
Show the effectiveness of
each design by comparing
and contrast the examples
good and bad examples of
each format
Goals Objectives Process and Strategies
Elaborate on existing
studies on color
Evaluating old and new
studies on color per
ception to see the
effectiveness
Evaluate the optical mix
ture which occurs at differ
ent sizes
Experiment with different







matic problems in graphic
design









Collect data on the spec
trum of color for visual use
Experiment with different
color theories visually
Experience color as a
primary factor in visual
organization









the diversity of color in
graphic design
Use subtractive color to















Goals Objectives Process and Strategies
Using additive light
theories








Present the best quality
each format has to offer
Diagram the color notation
of each graphic format
Evaluate project and
modify accordingly Test the reliability and
validity of project
Survey people on the in
formation presented in
the prototype






' Critiques of the aesthetic
value of the application
Judge the visual literacy of
the application










Dissemination This application will be assembled and display in the Bevier Gallery at RIT for
a duration of 3 weeks. The thesis notebook is for educational use only at
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1 SEMOTC PARADIGM .








- 7 EYE MOVEMENTS
. HELD DEPENDENCY
1 ItUSON
- 10 MACH EFFECT
- II. MEMORY
- 13 PERSONEL SPACE
- II PUPILOMETRICS
. U RIGHT/LEFT BRAIN
- 16. SIMULTANEOUS
CONTRAST
- 16 STROOP EFFECT
. 17, SYNTHESLA








- 6. PERCEPTUAL DEFENSE










































. ft GRAPHIC ARTS
. A PJYCHOCOGCAL
(VISUAL)
. ft GRAPHC ARTS


















, ft VOLUME COLOR
. C APERTURE COLOR















































































-C SLOPE OF TYPE
-D SHE
- E LWE SPACING
-F LETTER SPACING






























12 APPEARANCE OF THE
VIDEO SCREEN













































. I ONLY UPPERCASE
-3 ONLY LOWERCASE
-J UPPER ANO LOWERCASE
- I RASTER
. 2 PIXEL MATRLX
. 3 ANTI-ALIASING
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Color Technology:
Color guide for the Graphic Designer
Appendix m Steps in the Evaluation


















Program and Document Design
Determine needs
Document program design
Establish impact areas and boundaries for the project
Define major project components and subcomponents in graphic form
Show the interrelationships among project components in
graphic form
Specify the inputs (resources), processes (activities), and outputs
(objectives or anticipated outcomes) for the operation of each project
component.
Analyze the change effort in terms of immediate, intermediate and
ultimate impacts .
2-0 Plan Measurement Procedures and Design Appropriate
Instrumentatinn,
2. 1 State evaluation concerns
2.2 State evaluation questions
Review and select alternative measurement procedures
Conduct a review and analysis of the effectiveness of all of the project's
measurement procedures and instruments for meeting the information
needs
Determine project resources for conducting the evaluation
Design new instruments
Revise existing instruments
Conduct activities to determine the reliability and validity of
instruments
Specify the evaluation workplan









3.0 Collect Information on Program Performance
3.6
3.7
Assure adherence to ethical procedures which protect human rights
Obtain legal and/or political clearance to obtain the data
Allocate sufficient resources for conducting the evaluation to assure
timeliness, credibility, and relevance
Train data collectors
Inform the respondents to evaluation instruments of the purpose, nature,
and schedule of their participation
Monitor the information collection to determine if it adheres to the
predetermined plan
Score or otherwise reduce the information into a usable form necessary
before conducting the analysis
Copyright 1988/C.PIummer
4.0 Analyze and Use Information
4. 1 Pilot test the information analysis activities
-.2 Conduct the analysis of data
4.3 Interpret the results of the analyses
4 Record and store evaluation information
5 Report and display evaluation results
6 Use evaluation results in decision making to (I) control performance;
(2) modify standards of success; (3) terminate the change efforts
7 Revise the program
8 Revise the evaluation plan as appropriate to meet the new information





What is the information level? ? highschool ? college ? professional
Does the information flow smoothly? D yes ? no
Did you find the information helpful? Dyes D no
What is the overall design quality? ? poor D good ? excellent
Results
^
. Occupations ranged from students to professional
Occupation
What is the information level? ? highschool ? college M professional
Does the information flow smoothly? yes ? no
Did you find the information helpful? yes ? no


















Balck, white, and greys
color as in physics - light comprised of color.White is the
sum of all colors. Black is the absence of color.
Used: television, photography, theatre
the persistence or renewal of an image(color) appearing
after the direct stimulation is removed
is the overall look of an image which takes in to
consideration all formal, visual principles of color,
composition, meaning, and purpose.
the part of problem solving process that review all
information which will become the application
refers to the outcome of a specific graphic design
process
color perceived through a hole to view a color individually
when color is influenced by its surroundings
saturation or intensity of a color sample. The brightness
or dullness of a color. The stronger the chroma the purer
the hue.
Commission International d'Eclaurage - set of color co
ordinates specifying proportion of 3 ttheortical additive
primary colors required to produce any hue.
a visual substances distinct form their spatial
characteristic and depending upon the spectral
composition of the wavelengths
involves describing a color sample. Designers should be
sensitive to color, be able to classify color, and be able to
specify color. Helps aid with communication.
a color transparency film that defuses light
the different color systems and theories
as psychology. How audiences react to specific color
samples. Associations, connotations, preferences. Critical
for Graphic designer
Glossary
Color Theory the study of color - subtractive, additive
Color Visibility colors that are visible at the greatest distance will also
attract the eye the quickest, even at short range. Pure
colors are more visible than their tints, shades, and
tones.
Evaluation part of the problem solving process that reflects on what
works and how well
Graphic Design applied art that implements aesthetics and function
together
Harmony derived from the juxtaposition of equidistant colors, from
closely placed colors, from tones of the same gamut
presented in regular gradations or at different levels, from
contrast between a bright and a dull color, or from their
spacial positions and the dimensions assigned to various
chromatic positions
Hue name for a color sample. The term which distinguishes




the brightness of color
color light
the object's color when altered by unusual lighting
situations
Luminosity the amount of reflective light or the degree of
transparency
Metaphor a figure of speech in which one object is linked to
another by speaking of it as if it were
Munsell Color System a system of color notation devised by Albert Munsell
which breakes color in 3 attributes: hue, value, chroma
Object Color printed, dyed, painted, or natural color surface









cognitive process which links objects to other tangible or
intangible objects




the method of operations in the production of graphic
design
the science of the human brain and any of its aspects,
operations, functions





the degree of vividness or purity of a color.
pertaining to the meaning
visual theory of color
-
afterimage, assimilation,
simultaneous contract, and cultural color coding
Spectrum visible range of colors, which is created when white light
is passed through a prism to diffraction: red, yellow,
orange, green, blue, violet, and indigo
Subtractive Color color in paint, ink, papers, printing, and clothe. White is




the relationship of language and image in graphic design
the assembling of ideas and images into one
a constant which is carried through the development of
an idea
Temperature red, orange, and yellow are considered warm, while
green, blue, and purple are cool. Each hue has a range of
warm and cools depending on the mixture.
Theory
Tint
an idea or thought that is only in the mind








a addition of black to a hue
admitting light passage through a material
lightness or darkness of a color. A light or dark variation
of a hue. White plus a hue equals a tint. Black plus a hue
equals a tone
measurement of color by the wave length
visual perception
the end product that takes pragmatics, semantics, and
syntax into consideration
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Appendix k Posters
ColorTechnology andReproduction
A Guide (or Graphic Designers
The intention ol this application is lo communicate
basic knowledge ol color technology lo the
graphic designer, specifically addressing the
range Ol color variations between reproduction
processes
In this applicallon, the images lor the postal and
guidebook were scanned ai 300 ppi, manipulated
in pholoshop. and imported into Quark Xpress"4
An Agla Select Set 5000 printed the poster
separations from Quark al ISO Ipi. which were
Ihnn used to make a 3M MalchPrrnl.
The guidebook was laid out in Quark Xpress1"
The 1e*l was prinied as Linotronic oulput. and Hie
images were pnnled from a 3M Desktop Color
Proolinrj System (dya sublimation) For the
prototype* book, imagery was Iransien-ed to the
text layouts with a Canon Color Laser Copier
Color Systems
used HiiQughom Ihfl World' lha Panlono Malchinc;
System. Ihe Munsell ColOt System and ihe
Commission Inlnm.ii i .jo I'Eriaimgo Syalem
ICIEJ Each system is used dill8rntly lor a vanety
o) reasons Ths Pnnlnne and Munsell coloi
syslom* aie basad >in how an obsorvoi perceives
Itw coloi Those sysloma are object oriented
isuriaco cohH| and telei&d lo whai wo purcoivo
every day The CIE system uaet a colortmelor lo
mousuro iha coloi inn highly inn(tiemalieat moan;




arts industry using Inks similar to Ihe
printing press, thoreiore making
II 1 1 wei
lor the designer and printer to
commun-
icate win precision rhe system built
from tocolons yellow warm red bim
red rhordamine red purple refle> i
process blue green black, and trans
pari ni C ombinallons ol these
colors torm a system of 500 C ill n
'
H
are specified by number Remember
P i it scan ol bi ri prod
lour color pnnling proenss Ihej d
'
be premlxed
nsell 7, stem has broken
coloi down into Ihree dassiMi a ue
value chroma Hue is the properly ol
mi,, i ,., .-.|ii > -,j j j r i
- - r i blue etr Value
deals wtlh ihe Hghlness or bnghiness ol
the nu-^ Chroma is o .nijfsnied viib ihi=
BI ,i ii,-iii oi intensity ol Ihe hue With
lh( . :Tiiiin.:m.ollhe three, color can
oi . | eased tn Ihree dimensions There
lre I , !"'
i-
- red orange yellow
green,
biui- a d ii lei] hjd it
,i ..
. i,i. .(. ,,, jnd rakii in il
,' i :__! I i ''5 190 ' OlOl i '
lh, -..n i
"
iiorj ire ;pe< illed
. , i
The '. IE is based on additive color
theory Colored lights are measured
with high technological Instruments,
which diagram Ihe chromaclty (hue
and saturation) ol each color The CIE
svslem is based on a two dimensional
piano ihat can be represent! d ipallal
With the addition ol value increments.






illoi ml " Ihlrd




iny coloi -I :" it an at mea ured
Color V b c a b u I a r y
Color vocabulary is Ihe systematic breakdown ol color
used by different disciplines in the reproduction
industry Each discipline has its own terminology lor
describing the pnmary colors ol Ihe substrata. These









These disciplines include painting,
photography electronic outpui and i
printing. Dillerenl vocabularies are due lo
ms "I ailists ann!
scientists With the aid Ihe tputi i
I., iraphu i' signet n dosing the
tgi hnolog> gap between
Color Technology
Video is .1 technology which is starting to be incorporated
as a designer s tool All video uses Ihe additive process
ol color There aie different ways in which videos are
produced and reproduced The color capabilities are the
same as in the photographic process, but instead ol
pnnting on paper, a positive lilm is used and light is
projecled through It, casting the Imago onto a screen
Another common video process Is videotape, which uses
a magnetic ribbon that digitizes and sloros inlormntion.
The coloi capabilities ol a video tape depends on the
quallly ol the recording device. ;
The nnwosi type ol video reproduction is ihe
Compact Disc (pholo CD) y/hich is capable
ol storing more images than vidooiape
Compact Discs are high resolution with tow
coloi and Image dlsiortion
Appendix I Final Prototype
Color Technology and Reproduction
-i-i
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